AKS ACCELERATOR
APPLICATION MIGRATION
Move your application to the cloud and into AKS. This consultant-led
and turnkey solution provides the migration, implementation, and automation of a
fully functional Dev/Test solution in AKS for a single workload. Save months of
learnings, trial and error, and costly false starts while quickly migrating a containerized
app — complete with a container practice review and expert AKS implementation.

InCycle’s AKS App Migration Accelerator provides key components required for a rapid
and successful workload migration and implementation. Every component is designed to
accelerate the migration from on premises Kubernetes to a cloud solution with AKS. Once
your AKS cluster is stood up, our team will help you take an existing containerized
application and get it operationalized in AKS.

TURNKEY MIGRATION
MOVE FAST— AND SAVE!

Moving from on premises to a fully operationalized
Kubernetes implementation on AKS is challenging,
but doesn’t have to be a long and expensive
project. Migrate quickly and reduce your team
burden by leveraging a proven migration strategy.

MODERN PRACTICES

Migrating from on premises Kubernetes to AKS
introduces new opportunities and practices. You
need proven, robust practices and built-in
automation to realize a reliable and easy to
manage Kubernetes environment.

EXPERT GUIDANCE

Azure introduces a host of new technologies ,
concepts and implementation considerations. Our
teams use Azure and AKS everyday and are skilled
and experienced cloud architects and coaches.

QUICK & EFFICIENT

Achieve your migration in a fraction of the time.
Our approach surgical and 100% focused on value
and success. Reduce project risk and finish on time
and on budge. Our engagements are fixed cost!

AKS ACCELERATOR PHASES

“InCycle’s AKS App Migration Accelerator helped us move to AKS in record time. We wanted a fast
migration and to rapidly adopt AKS. InCycle championed the entire project, they arrived with a
set of tools and executed. Job well done!”.
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GET STARTED
Start accelerating your AKS container strategy today! Contact us at: info@incyclesoftware.com
or visit our website at: www.incyclesoftware.com to learn more. Call 1(800) 565-0510 for
immediate assistance.
InCycle is an award-winning digital transformation
company. Recognized for industry leadership and
customer impact, InCycle is a three-time recipient of
the prestigious Microsoft Partner of the Year (2017-19).

